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ABSTRACT 
The notions of supervector space, superalgebra, supermodule, and finite dimen- 
sional free super-module over a supercommutative superalgebra are reviewed. Then, a 
functorial correspondence is established between (free) supermodule morphisms and 
matrices with coefficients in the corresponding supercommutative superalgebra. It is 
shown that functoriality requires the rule for matrix multiplication to be different from 
the usual one. It has the advantage, however, of making the analogues of the 
nongraded formulas retain their familiar form (the chain rule is but one example of 
this). 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is intended to serve as reference for definitions and conven- 
tions behind our work in super-manifolds: [6], [7], and [8]. More important 
perhaps, is the fact that we show here how computations have to be carried 
out in a consistent way within the category of supermodules over a super- 
commutative superalgebra-a point that has not been stressed in the litera- 
ture so far., 
To begin with, we shall adhere to the standard usage of the prefix super 
by letting it stand for Z,-graded, as in [l]. Thus, we shall review the notions 
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of supervector space, superalgebra, supermodule, and (more importantly) 
finite dimensional free super-module over a supercommutative superalgebra. 
The main objective, however, is to establish a functorial correspondence 
between (free) supermodule morphisms and matrices with coefficients in the 
corresponding supercommutative superalgebra. The point to be made is that 
the concept of matrix within the category of (left or right) supermodules has 
to be understood, roughly speaking, as element of an appropriate superspace 
carrying a natural composition law. A superalgebra of matrices is obtained, 
but the functoriality of the correspondence makes the resulting rule for 
matrix multiplication to differ from the usual one. We shall, however, develop 
easy-toremember formulas. 
Our approach differs only slightly from that given by other authors 
(compare, for example, [3] or [5]), but it has the advantage of making the 
analogues of the classical formulae retain their familiar form. For example, 
the chain rule as obtained by Kostant in [2] and Leites in [3] can be written 
as (cf [W 
(‘k 0 @)‘= pD*(w>] .a)‘, 
where Q, and \I/ are superdomuin nwrphisms and the dot, . , stands for matrix 
multiplication in the sense of this paper. On the other hand, Leites writes the 
same formula as [3] 
(‘kG)‘=@‘+B*(V)], 
reversing the classical order; the dot in this formula, however, is the usual 
matrix multiplication. 
It is shown in this paper that the discrepancy can be traced back to the 
type of supermodule one prefers to work with, i.e., left or right. This 
difference is of course unimportant in module theory over nongraded com- 
mutative rings, but it matters when we allow nontrivial Z,-gradings to come 
into play. Thus, for example, Leites’s formula mixes up the left and right 
supermodule structures and presumes that one knows how to undo the 
mixing at the end of a given computation; this task might not be trivial at all. 
A brief summary of the contents of this paper is in order. It is divided into 
three sections. Section 1 deals with the abstract theory of supermodules and 
it follows essentially the expositions in [l] and [4]. It is closed with the 
abstract version of the correspondence between supermodule morphisms and 
matrices (Proposition 1.16). Section 2 gives the explicit realization of this 
correspondence in terms of bases and coordinates adapted to left supermod- 
ules. We state in 2.14 and 2.16 the results we arrived at throughout the 
section in the form of rules for computations with left modules. Finally, 
Section 3 deals with the case of right super-modules. It is pointed out in 3.8 
that the usual identification of morphisms with matrices used for nongraded 
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modules does not yield a functorial correspondence in the graded case. Right 
(~2) and hybrid (A?) fnnctorial correspondences are given in 3.9, and we 
end up in 3.13 summarizing the rules for computations with right supermod- 
ules. 
Let us make from the outset the following convention: AU the vector 
spaces involved in this paper are to be understood as vector spaces over R. 
The tensor product of any two of such will always take place over R, unless 
stated otherwise. Needless to say, one can get along equally well with C as 
the ground field. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 
A supervector space V is an ordinary vector space together with a 
prescribed direct sum decomposition 
Elements of V,, (IJ. = 0,l) are called homogeneous of degree p (also called 
euen if p = 0 and odd if p = l), and we shall denote the degree of a 
homogeneous element 2, E V by 101. 
W = W@ W, is a supervector subspace of V = V,@ Vi if and only if 
W,cV,, and W,cV,. 
1.2 
A supervector space V is called finite dimensional of dimension (m, n) if 
and only if V, and V, are finite dimensional of dimensions m and n, 
respectively. Occasionally we shall find it convenient to use the notation V”I” 
for an (m, n)-dimensional supervector space and further write 
1.3 
Let V and W be supervector spaces. Then, Hom(V, W) is a supervector 
space, whose direct sum decomposition we write as 
Hom(V,W) = Hom(V,W),@Hom(V,W),, 
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where 
Hom(V,W),= {fEHom(V,W):f(V,)cW,,,}. 
1.4 
REMAM. Here, and in ail similar expressions involving the sum of two 
parity indices, we shall understand their sum mod 2. 
1.5 
The tensor product of two supervector spaces, V = V,,@V, and W = 
We@ W,, is the vector space V 8 W together with the decomposition 
V@W= (VSW),cl3(V@W),, 
where 
(V@W),= @ V,@W”. 
p+u=‘i 
Thus, if 2~ E V and u E W are homogeneous, 2, @ u is homogeneous, and 
1.6 
If f E Hom(V, W)p and g E Horn@, W), then f@ g E Hom(V 8 V’, 
W@W>,,“, and it is defined on homogeneous elements 2, E V and u” E V as 
(f@g)(*@C) := (- l)‘~““‘f(z+%g(q. 
1.7 
An associative superalgebra B is a supervector space B = B,@ B,, to- 
gether with a distinguished element 1, E B,, and a distinguished morphism 
7~ E Hom( B @ B, B),, such that 
(Vb E B) &sb) = b = n(b@ 1,) 
and 
ro(r@id)=aO(id@v). 
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If we denote ~(a @ b) by ab, then, it is clear that for homogeneous a and b, 
labi = Ial+ Ibl. 
EXAMPLE. If V is a super-vector space, then EndV := Hom(V,V) be- 
comes an associative superalgebra by letting lEndV be the identity morphism 
and T be the usual composition map. 
CONVENTION. All superalgebras appearing in this paper will be assumed 
to be associative unless stated otherwise. 
1.8 
A superalgebra B is called supercommutative if and only if 
(Vu, b E B, homogeneous) ab = ( - l)‘a”b’ba. 
1.9 
Let B and C be two superalgebras. A superalgebra morphism @ : B -+ C 
is an element Cp E Hom( B, C), such that 
@‘(lB) =1, 
and 
@(ab) = Q(a)@(b). 
1.10 
The tensor product of two superalgebras, B and C, is their tensor product 
B@ C as supervector spaces. It is then endowed with the structure of a 
superalgebra by letting 
1 BOC = ‘Bs ‘C 
and 
(b,ecJ(b,@c,) = (- l)‘cl”bz’(b,b,)@(c,c,) 
for all homogeneous ci E C and b, E B, and extending the definition by 
bilinearity. 
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1.11 
Let B be a supercommutative superalgebra, and let V be a supervector 
space. We shall say that V is a left B-supermodule if we are given a morphism 
\Ir E Hom( B, End V), such that 
\k(l,) = id, 
and 
\k(ab)zJ = \Il(apP(b)v) 
for all u E V. Since EndV itself is a superalgebra under composition, we see 
that \k is nothing else but a superalgebra morphism. The morphism q gives 
rise, in the usual way, to a morphism qIB E Hom( B@ V,V), satisfying 
\k,(l,@v) = v, 
\k,((u + b)aJ) = \k,(a@zJ)+ \E,(b@zJ), 
qa@(u + u)) = \k,(a&J)+ $@Lw), 
$&2@*B(b@u)) = \k&b@v). 
In fact, 
*&@v) = \k(u)u. 
If we are given a left B-supermodule and the morphism q is understood, we 
sill simply write u. instead of *(a) [or, equivalently, instead of *,(a@ .)I. 
1.12 
Let B be a supercommutative superalgebra, and let V and W be any two 
left B-supermodules. We shall say that f E Hom(V, W),, is a B-supermodule 
morphism of degree If] = p if and only if fo \k, = \k, o(ids@,f); that is, if 
and only if, for any homogeneous a E B and any Y E V, 
f(w) =( -l)‘f”“‘u~j-(~). 
The set of all B-supermodule morphisms of degree p from V to W will be 
denoted by Hom,(V, W),; it is a vector space, in the usual sense, with respect 
to the usual definitions of addition and scalar multiplication; namely, 
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(f+ g)(v) = f(v)+ g(v) and (hf)(v) = X~(ZJ). The superspace of B-super- 
module morphisms, Horn a(V, W), is by definition the one obtained as the 
direct sum 
Hom,(V,W) := Hom,(V,W),@Hom,(V,W),. 
Thus, each element of Hom,(V, W) can be written uniquely in the form 
where f, E Horn a(V, W),,. 
1.13 
One notes that Hom.(V, W) has a natural structure of a left Bsupermod- 
ule by letting 
forall fEHoma(V,W), a~B,and ZJEV. 
1.14 
The class of all left B-supermodules is a category with morphisms 
Horn a(V, W),. In this category, direct sums, submodules, quotient modules, 
kernel, image, coimage, and cokemel are defined as expected (i.e., termwise), 
and they all have the usual properties (cf. [4]). 
1.15 
Let B be a supercommutative superalgebra. The tee left B-supermodule 
F = F,,@F, on the (graded) set of generators S = S, US, (disjoint union), is 
characterized, up to isomorphism, by the properties (cf. [4]): 
(i) S, c Fp. 
(ii) For any super left B-module V = V,@Vi, any set map cp : S -+ V 
satisfying cp(S,) c VP extends uniquely to a B-module morphism ‘p : F + V. 
It follows that the superalgebra B itself is the free left B-supermodule on one 
generator of degree 0; namely, ,1a. The free left Bsupermodule on any 
(graded) set of generators S = S, US, may be constructed as the direct sum 
B-S:= @ (B.LI), 
OES 
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where B. a denotes the left B-supermodule consisting of those elements bb of 
degrees lbal = jb(+ 141 (b E B and CI ES) and module structure given by 
a.(bd) := (ab)d 
for all (I E B (cf. [4]). One then notes that 
B.S = B@V(S), 
where V(S) denotes the supervector space 
V(S) :=V(S),W(S), 
and V(S),, := Span{ ~1 E S,} is the free vector space on the set S,. If the 
cardinahties )]S,]( and J(S,IJ are finite, we shall refer to B .S as the free left 
B-sq=noduh of rank Wall, IIW. 
1.16 
Let B be a supercommutative superalgebra. Let V = VT @ Vr” = V”I” and 
W = WJ’@ W,4 = WP19 be any two finite dimensional super-vector spaces. 1.15 
above says that, up to isomorphism, the free left B-supermodules of ranks 
(m,n), (p,q), and (mp + nq, np + mq) are just B@V, B@W, and B@ 
Hom(V, W), respectively. We now have the following 
PROPOSITION. There is a natural isorrwrphism 
9; :Home(B@V, B@W) -+ B@Hom(V,W) 
uniquely churacterized by the property that, for any B-supermoduk mor- 
phismF:B~V+B@Wandanyelementx~B@V, 
T;(F)(x) = F(z) E B@W, 
where the left hand side is to be understood in the sense of the action 
B@Hom(V,W)X B@V+ B@W defined in 1.6 (see also [7]); namely, that 
the decomposable homogeneous elements a @ f of B 8 Hom(V, W) act on the 
decomposable homogeneous elements b 8 ZJ of B 8 V according to the rule 
(a@f)(bSv) = (- l)‘f”b’(ab)@f(u) 
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This is then extended to arbitrary elements of B@ Hom(V, W) and B 8 V in 
the obvious way. 
1.17 
REMARK. The naturality of the isomorphism above means that it com- 
mutes with the left B-supermodule structures of B@Hom(V, W) and 
Hom,(V, W) and that its behavior is functorial; that is, 
(i) For any B-supermodule morphism F E Horn s(V, W) and any b E B, 
Y;(b-F) = bZ;(F). 
(ii) for any supervector space V, 
Y$(idB,v) = laBid,. 
(iii) If F: B@V+ B@W and G: B@U+ B@V are B-supermodule mor- 
phisms, then 
where the composition law 0: B@Hom(V,W)x B@Hom(U,V) + B@ 
Hom(U, W) on the right hand side is given on decomposable homogeneous 
elements a@f E B@Hom(V,W) and b@g E B@Hom(U,V) by 
This, by the way, is the only composition law compatible with the actions 
B@Hom(V,W)x B@V-+ B@W and B@Hom(U,V)X B@U+ B@V de- 
rived according to 1.6. Let us also note that it reduces, as it should, to the 
multiplication law in the superalgebra B@ EndV for the particular case 
u=v=w (cf. 1.10). 
1.18 
Proof of 1.16. The verification of the properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of 1.17 
is easy and follows directly from the definition Y;(F)(z) = F(z). The rest 
consists of checking that the left hand side of this equation determines a 
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unique element of B @ Hom(V, W) and that every element of B@ Hom(V, W) 
is obtained as Z;(F) for some F E Hom,(V, W). Both facts, however, are 
obvious from the definition, too. n 
2. COMPUTATIONS WITH COORDINATES 
In this section we shall develop the corresponding coordinate expressions 
for the isomorphism in 1.16. A superalgebra of matrices is obtained in such a 
way that matrix multiplication corresponds precisely to composition of B 
supermodule morphisms. The point to be made throughout this discussion is 
that the concept of matrix within the category of left B-supermodules is to 
be understood as element of the supers-pace B@ Hom(V, W). The rule for 
matrix multiplication in the superalgebra of matrices thus obtained is slightly 
different from the usual one. This is a price that has to be paid in favor of the 
functoriality properties in 1.17 when one intends to be consistent with the 
signs appearing in the composition laws in 1.6 and 1.10. We shall develop a 
general formula for the resulting matrix multiplication in terms of the usual 
one so as to make it easy to remember. Let us mention here that when we 
retain the usual multiplication of matrices, what we are dealing with is no 
longer the category of left B-supermodules but, loosely speaking, is an hybrid 
combination of right and left supermodule structures. This point will be 
further elucidated in Section 3. 
2.1 
Let V and W be finite dimensional vector spaces, and let {vi: j E J) and 
( wi : i E I} be bases for V and W, respectively. Then, Hom(V, W) itself is a 
finite dimensional vector space of dimension lull llI[l = dimVdimW, and it 
admits a basis { gij : i E I, j E J} such that 
(Vi E I)(Vj, j’ E J) fzYij( Vi,) = Sjj,@, 
2.2 
Let us further assume that V and W are supervector spaces and that 
{ vi : j E J} and { uii : i E I) consist of homogeneous elements (equivalently, 
that some assignation of parity [vi1 and 1~~1 has been made for each j E J and 
iEI, so that {vi: jE J} and {ui : i E I} become graded sets of generators 
for V and W, respectively). We are thus given direct sum decompositions 
V=V,@V, and W=W,@W,, 
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where 
VP=Span{uj:jE Jand Ivjl=p) 
and 
WP=Span(wi:iEIand Ju~J=~}. 
Then, Hom(V, W) becomes a supervector space for which the basis { Eij : i E I, 
j E J} above consists of homogeneous elements, with 
l’ijl = Iwil+ I”jl. 
Clearly, if dimV = (m,, m,) and dim W = (n,,, n,), then 
dimHom(V,W) =!mon,+m,n,,m,n,+m,n,). 
2.3 
Let B be a supercommutative superalgebra (this assumption will be kept 
throughout the remaining part of this work). We know from 1.15 that, up to 
isomorphism, the free left B-supermodules of ranks (m,, m,), (n,, n,), and 
(m,n,+m,n,,m,n,+m,n,) are just B@V, B@W, and BOHom(V,W), 
respectively. Their corresponding left B-super-module structures are given in 
terms of bases as follows: Each element 2, E B@V can be written uniquely in 
the form 
Then, for each b E B, 
b.u= 1 (bzj)@oj, 
jeJ 
and similarly for BQD W and B@ Hom(V, W). 
2.4 
Now, let F E Horn,,, BO V, B8 W),,. Therefore, (Vb E B, homogeneous) 
and (Vu E B@V), 
F(b.u) = (- l)‘F”b’b.F(v), 
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where IFI = p. By definition, each element of Hom,(B@V, B@ W) can be 
written uniquely in the form F, + F, with F, E Horn s( B 8 V, B @ W)P. Thus, 
ifwewrite u=C.,,zj@viEB@Vand ~~=(~~)~+(z~)i,with(z~),~B,, 
we see that for ali FE Hom,(B@V, B@W) 
In other words, F is completely determined by F&s@ vj) and F,( l,@ oj), 
i=J. 
2.5 
Conversely, if all that we know is F(ls@uj) for each j E J, say 
F(l,@uj) = C Aj8wi, AjEB, 
iel 
then we can uniquely determine FO(1,8uj) and F,(l,@ vi) as follows: 
i 
C (Xji)oBui + C (r;i)laul vjEJ:l~jl=Oz 
Fo(l,Buj) = (iEI:I4-0) (i EI: Id.vuil - 1) 
C (fi‘j)oBui + C (f;j),8wi VjE J:jvjl=l 
(iEI:Iao,l-1) (iEI:luril-0) 
and 
i 
C (.6j)oBui + C (fi’j)l@wi VjE J: 131=0, 
F,(l,BUj) = (i=r:l4-1) (iEI:Iw,J==O) 
C (Aji)oBwi + 1 (xj)lBui vj E J: (uj(‘l, 
{iEI:lw,l-0) (iEI:Ju,l-1) 
wherewehavewritten Aj= B intheform ~j=(fij)o+(~j)lwith(~i),~ BP. 
Moreover, it follows from these formulas that F E Horn s( B @ V, B@ W) will 
be homogeneous of degree ) F 1 if and only if 
(vi E I>(vj E J), fij is homogeneous and Ivjl+ lcuil = IAil+ IFI. 
2.6 
We now claim that the natural isomorphism 3’; of 1.17 is given, 
in terms of the bases introduced in 2.2, as follows: suppose that 
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F E Hom,(BBV, B@ W) is such that 
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F(lB@Vj) = C f;jBwiY xj E B. 
iCI 
Then, 
Y;(F)= C Aj@&ij* 
(i, j)EIXJ 
REMARK. If we take this as a definition for the isomorphism 
2; :Hom,(B@V,BOW) + B@Hom(V,W), 
then it is clear that 
(VbE B) Y$(b.F) = bdZ$‘(F). 
Furthermore, if F is homogeneous of degree JFJ, then 
lFl+ l&j1 = I*jl+ Icuil = l4jl 
* IFI = lAjl+ I’ijl 
j lull+ IFI = l~j~~ijl= IFI 
- pz$=o, 
and one easily checks that the correspondence F - P;(F) is bijective 
indeed. 
2.7 
Now, to prove our claim, one has to verify that 
(VIE B@V) F(u) = S?;(F)(u). 
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As we have already pointed out, it is enough to check this property for 
v = l,@ uj as vi ranges over the basic set { vi : j E J}. Since 1, is homoge- 
neous of degree zero, )&ijj 11,) = 0 for all i and j; therefore, 
Y$(F)(l,@Vj) = ( 1 
(i,j’)EIxJ 
= c (fij’@~~j’)(la@~j) 
(i,j’)sI~J 
= c (-1) ‘eJ”y Aj, lB) 63 CFi j’( Vi) 
(i,j’)EIXJ 
= c fij’88jj’wi 
(i,j’)EIxJ 
= F(l,@Vj). 
2.8 
Now, let U be a (pa, p,)-dimensional supervector space with homoge- 
neous basis { uk : k E K}. Equip Hom(V,U) and Hom(W,U) with the bases 
{ at, j : k E K, j E J} and { Oki : k E K, i E I}, respectively, for which 
izkj( Vi?) = Sjj”lk 
and 
Therefore, 
Oki( Ui’) = Sii’Uk. 
(Vk E K)(Vi, I’m I)(Vj E J) Oki 0 girj = iSii# a,,. 
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2.9 
Consider B@ U as the free left Bsupermodule of rank ( po, PI), and write 
B@U3u= c zk@l’k, Zk E B. 
keK 
An element 
J(KJI. lII( elements gki E B given by 
G(l,@ui) = C gkiBuk 
k=K 
and, according to 2.6, 
27(G) = c g@@,ei E B@Hom(W,U). 
(k,i)EKXI 
2.10 
Let H := G 0 F E Hom,(B@V, B@U), where F E Hom,(B@V, B@W) 
is such that 
F(l,@uj) = c fij@ui 
is1 
and hence 
P;(F) = C fij@Eij E B@Hom(V,W), 
(i. j)ErXJ 
and let G be as in 2.9 above. Let us further assume that both G and F are 
homogeneous of degrees IG( and I F(, respectively, so that 
IFI+ IfijI = luiI+ l”jl= Igijl 
and 
ICI+ Ig/ciI = I”kl+ IuiI = I@kil’ 
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Then, 
= c ( c ( - p+ igk.l)if;jlgkif;j) Q Uk 
kcK iGI 
= c ( c ( - l)‘“kl”L’lgkif;j) ou,, 
kcK isI 
and therefore, 
2.11 
Let us now check the functoriahty property 
OEp,V(G 0 F) = LZU"(G)oP$(F) 
directly from the coordinate expressions. First of all, we know from 1.6 and 
1.10 that for aU CL, bE B with b homogeneous, for all 2, E V, and for alI 
A E Hom(V, W) homogeneous, 
(a@A)(b@u) = (- l)‘A”b’(ab)eA(v), 
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from which we deduce that for all a, b E B with b homogeneous, and 
(Vk E K), (Vi, i’ E I), and (Vj E J), 
(a@@,i)o(b@&i,j) = (- l)‘e,l”b’abssii,~,j. 
Therefore, since 
Y;(F) = c fij@&‘ij and P:(G)= c gki@@)ki) 
(i.j)EIxJ (k,i)EKxI 
we have 
6p,W(G).cY$(F) = c C (gki’@ki) ’ (Aj@‘ij> 
(k,i)EKxl (i,j)EIxJ 
= c c ( - l)‘e,,“f;J’gkif;je36ii,~~j 
(k,i)sKxI (i,j)EIxJ 
= c ( c ( - l)‘“““l~J’gkiJj) cmkj 
(k,j)EKxJ is1 
where the last step follows from 2.10. 
2.12 
Let us n6w define, for each b E B, b, E EndB( B@V), by letting 
(Vu E B@V) b,(u) := b-v. 
Then, one can easily verify from the coordinate expressions above that 
o~pc(bv) = beid, 
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and that for any homogeneous F E Horn e( B @ V, B @ W) and b E B, 
F o hv = ( - l)‘F”b’b .F. 
Note that this equation can be used to define a right B-supermodule structure 
on Horn,,, B@ V, B@ W) related to the original left B-supermodule structure 
in the expected way, that is, by letting 
F.b:= F o 6,~ ( - lj’F”b’b.F 
(cf. [3] and Section 3 below). It now follows that 
b.P;(F) =.Z’;(b.F) =P’;(b,o F) 
Similarly, since P;(F). b = ( - l)IFllblb ._Yz( F) and 
z;( F o &) = ( - l)IF’lb’ b.Y$(F) =( - l)‘“““‘(b@id,)~P’&‘(F) 
= c (- l)‘F”b’(b@idw)o(f;j@c;i) 
(i, j)slxJ 
= c ( - l)“F’+‘~J’)‘b’f;jb@&‘ij 
(i, j)EIxJ 
= c ( - l)“~“6’f;jb@8,j 
(i,j)EIxJ 
we obtain 
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2.13 
Let us now assume that the bases 
{uj:j~ J}, {ui:i~I}, and {u,:k~K} 
are ordered in such a way that 
J= {1,2,...,9+ m,}, (ujl=O if l=$j=Gm,, 
Ivjl=l if m,+l< j<rn,+m,, 
I= {1,2 ,..., n,+n,}, Icu~I=O if l<i<n,, 
I~~l=l if n,+lgi<n,+n,, 
K= {L~,...J,+P,}~ Iu~I=O if l<k<p,, 
]~~.=l if p,+l<k<pO+P,, 
and therefore, 
lqjl= 0 - (1 <i<n, and l<j<m,) 
or {n,+l<iQn,+n, and m,,+l~j~m,+m,j, 
IQ = 1 - {l<i<n, and m,+l<j<~+,+m,j 
or {n,+l<i<n,+n, and l<j<m,j, 
10kil = 0 - {l=gk<p, and l<i<n,j 
or {p,+16kdp,+p, and n,+16i<n,+n,j, 
10kil = 1 - {l<kgp, and n,+l<i<no+n,j 
or {p,+l~k~p,+p, and l<iQn,}, 
I’/cjl= O a {l~k~p, and l< j<m,} 
or {p,+l~k<p,+p, and m,+l<j<mo+ml}, 
I’/rjl= ’ a {lgk~p, and m,+l<j<m,,+m,j 
or {p,+l<k<p,+p, and l<j<q,}. 
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Let F E Homs(B@V, B8W) be such that 
and hence 
Y;(F)= 1 ~j@cFij. 
(i.j)EIXJ 
Since F is homogeneous of degree 1 F 1 if and only if Aj is homogeneous for all 
iEIandalljEJ( in which case IFJ+ Ixjj = Ic?~~[), we see that 
IFI =0 - (Ifi’jl=Owhenever Ic?~~I=O) 
and (IJjl = 1 whenever 18ijl = l), 
(FI = 1 e (Ifi‘jl=Owhenever 18ijl=l) 
and ( IfijI = 1 whenever Igijl = 0), 
and therefore, it follows from the expressions above that if we identify F with 
the (no + r~~)~(m,,+ m,) matrix with coefficients in B, F=(Jj)ci,j,EIXJ, 
then 
JFI = 0 - F has the block form F = 
with A E (E,)“o~“o, D E ($)“~““~, /3 E (B1)“OXml, and y E (B~)“I~~~, Simi- 
larly, 
IFI = 1 0 F has the block form F= 
with a E (B,) ‘QXmo, 6 E (l3r)“1~~~, B E ($)“~~~l, and C E ($)“~““~, where 
M rXt denotes the set of r x t matrices with entries in the set M. 
2.14 
It now follows from 2.10 and 2.11 that, in order to make the product of 
matrices G. F to correspond to the composition of morphisms G 0 F under 
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the identification of 2.13, we must have: 
if (Gj=O and lF(=O, 
if ICI = 1 and IFI = 0, 
if (GI ,= 0 and (FI = 1, 
G.F=(; ;).(; ;)= 
if IGI = 1 and IFI = 1, 
G.F=(; ;).(; ;)i 
If forany bEB with b=b,+b, (b,E$)wewrite 
b* := b, - b, 
and for any matrix F = (hi) we set 
F*:= (A;), 
then the equations above say that 
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where the c1 between the matrices denotes the usual matrix multiplication. 
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2.15 
In particular, one notes that scalar multiplication is given by 
while 
. 
Furthermore, when F E Horn B( B 8 V, B @ V) E B @ End(V), 
[F,b,] =0 for all b E B 
where the supercommutator [ , ] in B@End(V) is defined on decomposable 
homogeneous elements by 
[a@F,b@G] :=(a@F)o(b@G)-(-l)(‘“‘+‘F’)(‘b’+’G’)(b@G).(.@F) 
= ( _ l)‘F’lb’ab@FoG _ (_ l)‘Fl’lb’+‘G’),b@G+ 
=(-1) IFIIbl,bB {FOG - ( - l)~F~~G~GOF} 
=(-1) ‘F”b’ab@ [F,G]~~~“. 
2.16 
Finally, given 2, E B@V with 2, =Cj,, , s .B vi, we make the identification 
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and then one easily verifies that 
( Fe,+ GJw* = i &Y(%)* +Kz!% . 
3. THE CASE OF RIGHT MODULES 
3.1 
Just as in the case of left B-supermodules, the fife right B-supennodule 
F = F,@ F, on the graded set of generators S = S, US, (disjoint union) is 
constructed as the direct sum 
S*B:= @I (0-B), 
OCS 
where Q. B denotes the right B-supermodule consisting of those elements NZ 
of degrees 1 NX I= 10) + la 1, with d E S and a E B, and module structure given 
by 
(m).b:=a(ab) 
for all b E B. Again, there is a natural identification 
S.B-V(S)@B, 
where V(S) denotes the supervector space generated by S (see 1.15). 
3.2 
Let B be a supercommutative superalgebra, and let V and W be as in 2.1. 
Then we have 
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where 
Hom,(V@B,WOB),:= {FE Hom(V@B,W@B),( 
(vu E VBB)(Vb E B)F(u-b) = F(u)*b }. 
The right action of B on V o B is, according to the definition above, 
y’b=( ~,~j'xj)'b=~,~j~(xjb). xi, b E B, 
and similarly for W 8 B and Hom(V, W) 8 B. 
3.3 
Again, each F E Hom,(V 60 B, W 8 B) is completely determined by 
F(ujO le), for 
Since F(uj@ lB) E W@B, we can write 
F(vj@lB) = c uiQj, f;jEB, 
iEI 
therefore, 
‘( z,Yj@xj) = LIIwi@ ( z,-6jxj). 
Thus, just as before, F is completely determined by the 1111[-1!Jll elements 
A, E B, (i, j) E IX J. Moreover, if GE Hom,(W@B,U@B) and 
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then 
3.4 
To see what the right B-supermodule structure of Homs(V @ B, W 0 B) is, 
let us first define a left B-supermodule structure on V 0 B. This is done in the 
only compatible way with the natural identification V 8 B + B 8 V [x 63 b ++ 
( - l)l”llb’b@,,], as follows: If 9 = Cj EJ , s.@JT~, and if we write xi = (s~)~ + 
(3: j)l, where (x j)P E B,,, then the decomposrtron o = va + 2, 1 is given by 
vg = c vj8 Cxj>o+ C vjQ Cxj)ly 
(j:Ivjl=O) (i: Iv,1 = 1) 
v1= c "j@ txj)o+ C "j@("j)l' 
(i:I~jl=l) (j:Iujl=O) 
and we set, for any b = b, + b, E B, 
b.v:=wb,+(v)*.b,, v=vo+vl and (v)*=v*-v~. 
Then, one can easily verify that 
1,. v=v, 
b.(v+6)=b.v+b.G, 
(a+b).v=a+v+bw, 
a.(bw) = (ab)v. 
3.5 
We now define, for any F E Hom,(V o B, W @ B) and any b E B, 
(F.b)(v) := F(b.v) for all v E V@B. 
Note that if 
F(v~@ 1B) = C u,@fi‘jT 
iCI 
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then 
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which follows from the fact that 
b.(vj@lB) = 
i 
vj8b if [vi1 = 0, 
vj8b* if Ivjl = 1. 
We can write this in a single formula as 
b.( vi@ lB) = vi@ [b, + ( - l)‘“J’bl], 
and therefore, 
(F.b)(uj@l,) = 1 wi@Jj(bo+( - l)‘“J’b,). 
iSI 
3.6 
Similarly, if we define 
(b+)(v) := b.F(v), 
we find that 
3.7 
It now follows that for right B-supermodules, we can identify 
F++F=(Aj) F( vi@0 1,) = c wi@f;j’ 
iSI 
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G 0 F t) usual matrix multiplication 
b. F ++ usual matrix multiplication 
F. b t, usual matrix multiplication 
3.8 
We note, however, that neither the map 
HomB(V@B,W@B) -+ Hom(V,W)@B, 
F I+ C 8ij@&j> F(uj@lB) = c ‘~$f;~, 
(i, j)EIXJ ie1 
nor the map 
HomB(V@B,W@B) + B@Hom(V,W), 
F- C f;j@'ijP F( ujQ 1B) = C "i~~j' 
(i, j)EIXJ iGI 
behaves well under compositions, for 
( 
(k,i)~KXl 
‘ij’f;j) 
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is, in general, different from 
C 
(k, j)eKXJ 
'kj@( C gkif;j)’ 
i-31 
3.9 
But we can define well-behaved maps as follows: 
and 
2’4 :Hom#@B,W@B) -+B@Hom(V,W), 
FM C ( - l)‘“l”fijlf;j@&?ij, 
(i. j)EIXJ 
F(uj@lB) = *~~,i~f;j. 
3.10 
One can easily verify that if we are given G E Horn B(W @ B, U 8 B), and 
then we do have 
and 
X;(G)0 d’;(F) = 3f’;(G 0 F). 
3.11 
Note that if F E HomB(V @ B, W 8 B) and b E B are homogeneous, then 
(F*b)(vj@lB)= C ( -J.)‘“J”b’~i@f;j’~ 
ic1 
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so that 
ga(F.b) = c ( - l)l”,““;rb’+‘b’)~ij~f;jh 
(i, j)cIXJ 
= c ( - l)‘vJ”f;J’&ij@f;jh = a$( F). b, 
(i, j)EIxJ 
and similarly, 
.iv;(F*b)= c (-1) i-,llf;,bl+I~,llblf;j~~~ij 
(i,j)EIXJ 
= c (-1) 
I~,llf;,l+I~~,lIbl~j~~~ij 
(i. j)EIXJ 
In the same way, one finds that 
%‘&(b.F) = (id,@b)oWL(F) = b.9&(F) 
and 
X$b.F) = b..%;(F). 
3.12 
Finally, we note that 
= c X(-l) 
I”,il~jl+luflIf;jl~ij(.t) @xjst 
(i,j)ElXJ tcJ 
= c c ( - q’W+ ‘*~“f;J’Sjrui@J~j”r 
(i.j)EIXJ tEJ 
= zIwi’( FJ.6jsj) =F( zJvtBzt)> 
‘E 
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and similarly, one proves that 
that is, 
where 7: b@v +=( - 1) IDIIYiv@b is the twist map B@V-+V@B. 
3.13 
Note that when we identify 
C ‘ij”f;j 
(i, j)EIxJ 
- F= (Ai) =(blockform) = ;’ ;’ 
i ) 21 22 
and 
C @ki’Pgki e G = (gki) = (block form) = 
(k,i)cKxI 
then 
( C O,i’gki) O( C 4j’ij) ++G.F, 
(k,i)~KxI (i,j)eIXJ 
where 
i 
G,A,+(G~~)*~~I @11)*F,z+G,,F22 
= G,A+G2)*~2, (G2d*F,z+G22&2 
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